ABSTRACT: Circulating water intake-drainage project is an important part in Power Station. The difference of circulating water quantity and intake-drainage method has various impacts on the circulating water intake-drainage project. Flow field variation of different water drainage projects (drainage by and open canal and pipeline) is analyzed by 2-D numerical model in this paper. The result shows that, drainage project by open canal and pipeline only have effect on flow field in area near the project and the influence of open canal is more severe but under this project, warm water can mix with water of bottomland sufficiently the influence on the intake is weaken.
INTRODUCTION
Thermal power plant generates electricity by burning of fossil fuels like coal, oil and its products, natural gas, etc. Waste heat produced during power generating need to be carried out by cooling water. Circulating water pump house uses water from river and sea as cooling water. Cooling device takes in waste heat making the water temperature higher and then drains off into the river and sea. Cooling water circulates in power plant and river and sea by circulating water intake-drainage project and guarantees the security of power plant. The difference of intake-drainage methods has various impacts on the flow field. Taking Kenya Lamu Power Plant into consideration, flow field variation of different water drainage projects (drainage by and open canal and pipeline) is calculated. Research results provide a reference for similar engineering construction. Kenya Lamu Power Plant uses sea water as cooling water. Circulating water pump house intake sea water by pipeline. Drainage by open canal and pipeline is preliminary designed. The elevation of water intake is-10.0m. The distance between drain outlet and power plant is 1600m and the elevation of drain outlet is -4m. In pipeline drainage project, each generator unit has a DN2600 drain pipeline and an 8m×6m×8m rectangle drain outlet. In open canal drainage project, trapezoidal cross-section is used, the bottom width is 4m, bottom slope is 0.003 and slope coefficient is 1:2.5. The temperature rise of the drainage is 9 ºC and the discharge is 35m 3 /s. The coal wharf of power plant is located at upstream of intake with the distance about 400m. The elevation of seabed before the wharf is -8.8m～-9.6m. Figure1 shows the detail of engineering layout. 
In this equation, u and v represent the velocity component in the direction of ξ and η . . Z is the water level. H is the depth of water. C is Chezy coefficient. 
Study area and grid
The area studied by numerical model is 54.5km (from East to West) × 84km(from North to South). Unequal grid is adopted during mesh generation in the study area. The grid number is 430×473, the grid near project is made more intensive near project. The minimum grid scale is 2m Figure 6 shows the flow field chart near drain outlet in pipeline drainage project. From this picture we find the flow chart is only slightly affected in pipeline drainage project. When velocity is larger during flood tide and ebb tide. The flow field near drain outlet changes a little and the direction of flow changes for the effect of drainage. During high water level and low water level, as velocity is smaller during flood tide and ebb tide, diverging flow takes place near drain outlet which shows the change of flow field when cooling water discharge. Pipeline drainage project has little effect on surrounding flow field, however, cooling water running into deep water mixed upstream and downstream by tide flow. Especially during flood tide, it can flow to water intake easily and influence the water intaking. 
IMPACT OF ENGINEERING

CONCLUSION
The calculation of tidal numerical model shows that the construction of pier and drainage engineering project only has effect on the flow field near the engineering.
(1) According to the variation of flow field, the influence of open canal project is much larger than that of pipeline project.
(2) According to hot water diffusion, open canal avoid hot water running into deep water directly and flow to water intake with flood tide current. Hot water can mix the floodplain flow well which reduce the bad influence on water intake.
(3) Comparing two projects, if the influence on the flow field is limited and have no huge effect on dock and navigation of the ship, open canal project can reduce the influence on the water intake.
